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Dean's Art ORTON RESIGNS - s Really
CAN'T TAKE ITI
Communism
Farley's Arrest Reveals
Language Course Is
Propaganda Machine
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. CJJ • •
fZ
he Stockton Board ot Educavoted yesterday to provide
""fleet of 150 Cadillacs to con
tudents of the Stockton Junvey si
College from home to school

HISTORIANS, CLIP
•President T.C. I<ncle$
signing contract f-or Pacif
\ k e Oiicadds aliseg m . H e
Gig Ten '

Flaming Youth Causes Principal to
Leave for Preaching Career

Dwayne Orton, principal of the Stockton Junior Col
lege, resigned this title last evening. When asked for
a statement to the press, Mr. Orton gave the following
information:
"I have become steadily unsatisfied with my job as
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Pacific Joins
Big Ten; Will
Fly to Games
C.O.P. Garners 6 Votes to Pitt's 2;
I3-Game Suicide Schedule Given;
Minnesota Is Last on List
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ior College and the College of the
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Y>
to
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Dept.
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At a special assembly early
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i today. The i
this morning Ernie Atkinson,
but by a bunch of first-class
By this method each week the
the result was a modern swing
sweet sounds," resolves to the swindlers and embezzlers who "That would make more money for the College. Yes,
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PSA president, announced
squad will leave every Thursday
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a ivans.
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to.
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Professor Charles R. Norman,
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sometime.
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kine, William and Julian.
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Ain't it sad, Co'oina?.
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cis, and Mrs. Francis* pet mon
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this
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men.
Investi
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All
Relationship
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of the day as all of the pro
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appreciable loss of sleep for the
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when the aforementioned Lost which Treasurer Bobby Keintz
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Pacific
alumni
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mediately upon hearing of
This new arrangement will
NTS
never seen them before. The tion in faculty circles because our music-plant some two months arousing suspicion is beyond a
this week that henceforward all alumni will sever re the reward offered for the
i vault
Magic Spotlight glares and lays it means the end of Norman's ago, is returned. Value of dis doubt the cleverest method of
(Continued
on page 6, column 5)
capture of the desperado.
bare the hopes, the aspirations, identification with arch conserva chord has been placed at the com embezzlement that has ever been lations with the college. This announcment, made by
t put
o
Alumni President William Morris, came as the result of
Any students who wish to
the joys, the tears, fears—the tism. Recently he has leaned plete worth of the Conservatory found.
h JUJUPjoin the man hunt are re
an investigation by Erwin Farley, PSA president of 1938.
very souls of our illustrious toward a liberal school of building and all the properties DIDN'T KNOW WE HADDIT
-u» throwquested to carry arms as the
Disguised as Professor Lor-*
Book examiners discovered a
thought whose purpose is the thereof.
heels!
dangerous bandit is armed
shortage of five thousand dollars raine Knoles, Farley gained en
We give you first, in thumb- destruction of machines and the
Ion
itidt nailings, the Faculty: (What you inception of a back-to-nature MANTECA BULL
with his trusty bow.
in the PSA funds.
At the present time the Pacific
»rc "v,"pSA
All roads are posted with
Ernie Atkinson, triggerman for trance to one of these social
do
with
them
from
here
on
in
is
movement.
,1 have
speech department, which during the mob, shot his way out of an gatherings called "The Whirl
his
description, and radio
By JOE KEGLER
your own business.)
When questioned as to the recent years has gained San Joa
r»rd»^
grams are being made over
"Why Debaters?" That oft re
Ovid Horatio Ritter—A needle purpose of his move, Norman quin County recognition at a encounter with the police last Today," which was held in the
night, killing one man and in banquet hall of the S.C.A. build
the national hook-ups at fif
peated question once more comes
looking for someone or something said, "I have always accepted tournament held in Manteca dayuring two others. He was cap ing. The following is his account
teen-minute intervals.
«1 a baskfC to thread.
to the minds of many following
almost
without
reservation
mod
before-yesterday,
is
negotiating
fro"
Willi'®
tured in Reno, Nevada, early this of the meeting:
othe stories of the exploits and
•on * ,tv a* Tully Cleon Knoles—An omnis ern economic thought^ if there for the third-floor set of, practice morning and returned to the TSK! TSK!
heartaches of Stockton J. C. and
fraternW ,,, cient beetle with gaping orifice, were any background in fact to rooms to be used for training of Stockton city jail where he will
"It is absolutely scandalizing,"
C.O.P.
forensiceers in such dis
"The
meeting
called
to
order
deaf-mutes.
Several
students
of
working both ways.
await trial with the other mem
says Dr. Tully C. Knoles. "It
support it.
tant locations as Redlands,
Irving Goleman—Dark cloud
"Recently, that portion of eco voice of the Conservatory are be bers of his mob. Authorities an by President Tully C. Knoles, will lower the morale of our
Ogden, Utah, and Knoxville,
looking for a silver lining.
nomics treating of the machine ing petitioned to remain behind nounced that Atkinson is wanted began sedately enough, but after young ladies," announced Dean
Tennessee.
Fred L. Farley—Rabbit in the and its advantages has caused to act as case-studies in this re in several states for murder and 'those present had imbibed sev Fenix. "I shall certainly not al
FACULTY BEEFS
will probably go to the electric eral cups of 'tea', the party low any of my children to become
cabbage patch of knowledge.
me serious trouble. I believe now spect.
o
Word has just been received
Objections to debaters come
chair while the remainder of the began to warm up. The evening contaminated by its significance,"
Charles Corbin—Sir Polite with that there are no advantages to
from the War Department that from all sides. First of all—the
desperadoes will receive sentenc was, still young when Professor claimed Dr. Fred L. Farley.
free swinging hinges at every the machine; I hold the machine
es of the maximum length.
four chemistry teachers from professors don't like them. The
Eleanor McCann climbed un
joint.
an economic trouble-maker
These were some of the milder
o
steadily upon a table, from statements made at the faculty the campus have collaborated in week before a tournament (the
Oley Werner—A pair of eye and the cause of much of our
which vantage point she meeting held last Wednesday eve developing a deadly ray capable judges call it a nightmare) the
brows on the trail of history.
ferine. The sooner we go
in 9
serenaded the assembly with a n i n g c o n c e r n i n g t h e s t u d e n t of disintegrating brain cells at debaters beg off from assign
Glen Pease—Hitler complex hick to nature and regain the
rtll®'
ments because they have to
slightly off-key rendition of magazine, MSS, then on sale in a distance of 1000 miles.
satisfied by class (not mass) fundamentals of life the better
to*'Where Are You Going, Rin; the administration building.
ind yi"\ j)»» domination.
WAR DEP'T. ANNOUNCES IT work so hard for the glory of
for all of us."
Dwayne Orton — Hydra-headed JAKE WAGS FINGER
Renovation of the debate of aldo?' liaving finished her selecThe disccoverers, Dr. A. T. the Alma Mater. And then when
President Dwayne Orton of the
It has been definitely decided fices in old Anderson Hall will tion~she smiled broadly, waved Junior College issued a proclama Bawden, Dr. C. L. Larson, Prof. it's all over, the poor broken' -ur#' M. M. "(Master of Malarkey).
Norman's radical leanings have
tiy
Doc Breeden—The Man in the caused a rift in the previous that Latin and Greek will be get under way the'first of next her arm in a spacious gesture, tion ordering that sale of the J. H. Jonte, and Prof. F. J. down orators ask for a two
week. Walls of the building have and toppled off the table.
Iron Shoe.
lov®
magazine should cease immed Clark, after years of experiment week's extension on a term
good relations between him and dropped from the college curri
Amos Alonzo Stagg Pacific s other professors. Dr. Jacoby, culum next semester, according recently bulged outward due to
"From then on, the hall was iately, and all remaining copies and research, presented their dis paper or an excuse from an
the excess amount of hot air an uproar of profane gaiety.
covery to the War Department exam.
protane gar
should be destroyed.
' • " ' V Grand Old Prop.
eminent sociologist, has cau to Dr. T. Cleon Knoles. "The
Marc Brown — Weathervane tioned him to restrain his out main reason for this action," the emitted by teachers and erst CANDID SHOT?*—^
What is the co-ed attitude on
last
year. Federal scientists have
Mr.
Orton
conducted
himself
while debate students.
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question? The girls don't
hoping for breeze.
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Shaw
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the
ray
and
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of
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doctor
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that
the
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bursts or retire from the
Plans call for the installation
Buss Bodley—Generalissimo of cific faculty. Jacoby explained merely gave Farley an ideal op of a safety valve and vent to desperately to teach Dean James Miss Eleanor McCann was pre announced it to the public.
like our debaters either. The
no
efficiency sans uniform.
The ray was originated to get long-winded boys have been dis
part of his antagonism to Nor portunity to promulgate and ex carry off excess pressure. Heat Corson the Tango, but found siding over sales at the time. She
Jim Corson—Brobdignagian In man by saying he (Norman) ap pound his radical ideas to the un ing engineers are now working that the Dean was very difficult resisted Mr. Orton's attempt to rid of students who asked em cussing foreign policies all year
a cheese box.
pears in class wearing burlap suspecting, uninformed students on a plan to harness the wasted to lead. Dr. Werner was over seize the magazines and dashed barrassing questions. Diluted and one thing they talk a great
Marie Breniman—The mono- trousers and grass sandals as who take his courses because they energy and use it to heat college in one corner weeping bitterly down the hall with the remain with black light, the ray does deal about is isolation. Well, the
tb<
buildings.
because no one would listen to ing two and ofie-half copies in her not do any permanent damage, gals say that they came to col
1 l08ist
of
his
movement. are commonly known as 'snaps
v m symbols
0V
o
Roy
McCall—The
man
bunt
his explanation of how he hand (Mr. Orton has the other the effect lasting only until lege to get an education and that
DEAD
AND
HOW
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"That's going too far,"
around a voice.
Miss Allen, who also teaches
acquired his complexion. Chris half).
finals are over. The professors you canit get that by being
315
Jacoby, "even for a little squirt
o
—
Patty Pierce—Thar she blows
these courses, said, "I think it
Kjeldsen,
hanging
from
a
chan
have been very busy with their isolated—so down with debaters.
111
was just as well. I've forgotten
Ralph Francis—High and dry, like Norman."
delier, was murmuring in a
ray and have had many jobs MEN OBJECT. TOO
—
Now to the men of the campus.
Eleanor McCann—The fleet
most of my Latin anyway. T
philosophic tone 'What's it all
from other faculty members.
hi!
Debaters don't stand well in the
students were killing it in my
B. C. CURRENT
Campus police and Stockton about; how will it all end?'
Malcolm Eiselen—Joe Miller
The ray is generated from the eyes of the stronger sex. They
officials are now searching Professors Josephine Smith and
Because of the profound ob courses."
Dry
weather
recently
experi
reincarnated.
POOR
PEASE
Emery
Fast
were
playing
psy
oxidation
of poor examination have talked a lot about Cash
Stockton and vicinity for a cul
jection made by the Board o
f
Dr. Pease, overheard and re prit who surreptitiously dynamit chological games in a dark enced in this vicinity has forced papers in the absence of any and Carry all year and to Pa
Grace Carter—Shade of the Old
tl
ann
th«
Trustees concerning )f
^J ported by a passerby, said quiet
college authorities to close the oxidation agent. Power in the cific men talking about cash
V Apple Tree.
faculty extravaganza, No. Nat ly to himself between chuckles ed Smith gate last evening. Dam corner.
• l'f A
Ah,
yes,
fine
people—those.
But
age to the gate amounts to $5,000
"When my own father, Dean college water supply until sum form of B. C. current is neces is just the same as waving a
in ite
the Russians!" originally planned
"Good.
Heh-heh. Very good, and two people were injured in Fred Farley, banged his head mer rains replenish the wells. sary for transmitting the deadly red handkerchief in front of a
here come the ne plus ultra of
for April 18, plans have been Now I can go ahead and teach the vicinity by the blast.
Water furnished students and liv
Pacific, the ever-lovin' stooges,
against the wall to gain the ing quarters must now come ray. The physiological effects male bovine.
changed. The faculty wi
Reasons
for
the
action
were
So look here, you debaters,
Look who's here:
,
.
attention of the merry-makers from ample supplies in the city are not definitely known, but it
pear in a truly intellectual, edu- Fascism."
In place of Latin and Greek not known, but it is suspected
you talked your way into this
Gregg Phifer — An ostrich in
cational, philosophical, anc extensive Bible study courses are unfavorable scholastic achieve and began to warble 'The ])fan of Stockton. Because of the has been observed that the gray trouble—now talk yourself out
fhe sands of learning, per se.
Who Comes Around' . . . ." At emergency lawns and shrubs will matter of the brain is slowly
Betty Dixon—Little Miss Muf- serious drama, more suitedwill being planned for the curriculum ments were the reason for the (Continued on page 2, column 8) forego watering until summer.
of ittransformed into prune juice.
their dignity. A new date
incident.
fet—everytime!
next semester.
(Continued on page 2, column 5) be announced soon.
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The glory of young men is their strength;
And the glory of old men is their gray hair.
—Proverbs 20:29
Reprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

Sermonette
As long as you can laugh at yourself, there's hope
for you.
Friday mornings are notoriously poor times for
sermonettes. The week's nearly over, everybody's
tired, and a weekend of relative relaxation lies ahead.
Therefore—why think? (Matter of fact, why think
anytime? We hadn't thought of that!)
Razz editions are added reasons for refusing to
yield to the age-old desire to sermonize—for the
other fellow. Cynical friends or ours would say
that's why some go into the preaching business—to
tell others to do what they wouldn't do themselves.
This being a razz edition we'll print their remark,
though with disdain even now.
Therefore, the line printed at the top of this edi
torial will be the beginning and the end of our little
Friday morning, April 5 sermonette.
You know, that's one thing we've always admired
about the British. Our best friends call us "Anglophobe" and ask why we hate such a dandy people.
We don't. We hate some of their methods, and will
resist to the hilt their efforts to drag America into
the present war—particularly through the extremely
subtle technique of telling us they don't want us
over there.
But the British do have the saving grace to be
able to laugh at their own plight. Witness the popu
larity of "Punch" and the series of cartoons poking
fun at Britain at war, reprinted in "Life" recently.
So. instead of a sermonette, we'll ask: have you
heard this one?
It was during the opening days of World War
I, 'way back in 1914, that a spick-and-span, fussand feathers Austrian officer approached a tat
tered Montenegrin private.
"What do you hope to get out of the war?
What are you fighting for?"
"I'm fighting for my home, for food, for life,
and liberty," replied the poor Montenegrin.
"What are you fighting for?"
"Oh, I'm fighting for honor," replied the
proud Austrian.
"Yes, people usually fight for what they have
little of," was the quick reply.

Walked off
"The two most popular books on the Library Shelf,
"Kitty Foyle" and "Grapes of Wrath," have been
stolen."—A. C. Gerould, Librarian.
In line with the motif of the day, we might reply
to Mr. Gerould on behalf of the PSA, "Certainly not,
Mr. Gerould. Your books have not been stolen. Per
ish the thought. They've just taken a notion to some
pretty blonde or husky athlete and jumped off the
shelf and walked away with their heroes."
If birds could talk and books could walk, what a
queer world this would be.
Maybe that would be a queer world, but it could
hardly contain events as unpredictably strange as
this one in which we now live. (Parenthetical philo
sophizing.)
Follows the editorial—not razz—by Librarian Ger
ould himself:
"As you know, the Library Shelf was started to
provide students with an opportunity to read good
current books which we could not otherwise afford
to buy. We regret that we have to charge rent for
their use, and as soon as a donor can be found who
will make it possible for us to give up the fees, we
wiil.
"These two books may of course turn up some day
on the shelf. Someone may simply have borrowed
them without signing for them, because he did not
wish to pay the rental. That sounds innocent enough,
but the fact remains that if a student helps himself
to a book off the Library Shelf and keeps it a week,
there is thirty-five cents which we do not get to
spend for more books for the students. It is you and
your fellow students who are the losers."

Razz Journalism
Members of the PACIFIC WEEKLY staff had
some fun and a relatively easy time this week, with
the^ annual Pacific razz edition marking a break in
their reportorial regime.
Something we're sure they noticed but wonder if
they realized fully is the fact that it's much easier to
make up your own news than to discover the facts
and write them accurately and interestingly.
Aspiring WEEKLY reporters are not the first to
have learned this lesson. W.R.H.—of the family of
Hearst—learned it many, many years ago, and he
was by no means the first or the last "journalist"
to make news to suit his fancy rather than to record
what happened.
Outstanding illustration, perhaps, of the Hearst
theory of journalism, was the Cuba incident. News
wasn't happening on the island, so Hearst's hench
men, with the collaboration of Cuban incendiaries in
New York, made it happen. At times, most of the
first section of his "Journal" was as much a figment
of the imagination as the news we print and label
"Razz."
Solution—perhaps—is to require labels on "razz
copy appearing in the city press. Closest approach
practical is probably the little box which has been
appearing regularly in one corner of page one of
the New York "Times," warning that all news from
Europe is subject to censorship.
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Fanucchi, Biddick
Star at Knoxville
Pacific Debate Squad Average:
Five Lost Out of Thirty-Eight

JUNIOR COLLEGE
FEES DROPPED

Mardi Gras Just
One Big Circus

BIG BLOWOUT

No April Fool Joke EitherStraight from Official Pen

Everyone Is 'In the Mood' for
King Carnival and Court

Fees and deposits will not be necessary with the start
ing of the fall semester at the Stockton Junior College.
Pacific Student Association speakers were not the Mr. Orton, principal of the junior college, announced
champions in the national Pi Kappa Delta tournament that the Stockton Junior College had planned on In
in Knoxville, Tennessee, but they ranked very near the augurating the plan in concurrance with the state ruling.

At last it's here! The long looked for Mardi Gras is
featured at the town hall tonight.
Once each year Pacific dresses up and goes to town
to join in the fun and frolic introduced from old New
Orleans as the Mardi Gras. Tonight as students leave
•their worries .behind them and
..
^ . n—
join the funsters they will find
themselves transported to a
carnival circus, where clowns
and grotesque animals will grin
at them and where the orchestra
will play for them from a
merry-go-round.
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said tni?
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from another institution.
Hotel During Journey
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this
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any subject.
books on the Library Shelf, have
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enough
declared
national
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for laboratory use if required Gerould to Pacific, the Library
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books.
In
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an Catch*
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10. A fee for any insignia re supply funds for this purpose, a
The refreshment room in the
major colleges throughout Cali
JOHN FANUCCHI, College of
Fun and Frivolity Reign at Pacific's
s Dinner
and erftertainment held
south room will also be apthe Pacific senior oratory star, quired to be worn in any com slight rental fee is charged, all
fornia.
at Gatlinsburg in the Great
Annual Boom Night—Mardi Gras
As a result of her appointment
won third place in the Pi Kappa pulsory ROTC training.
proceeds being used for the pur
Smoky Mountains.
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Miss Weigart was sent to a
Delta nationals with an oration
chase of new books as rapidly
nnd
faculty of ,,
Pacific's prized costume caper carnival of the cur meeting of the committee last
EXPERIMENT
The only fees that have been as income allows.
on "Blueprints for Paradise."
A novel experiment of the
arrl0,L C°,le8e vere
charged in the junior college
It is believed that some stu rent social season shines and shakes tonight in Stock week-end at Malibu Beach, where
"
bat Prof. jE
tournament was the unicameral
that will be effected are the dent, becoming engrossed in one ton's Civic Auditorium.
the group evaluated last year's
«>rW Literature and legislature which met in the
And—if tradition attends—the rafters will ring with Asilomar Conference and laid
$1 late registration fee, and $1 of the books while in the library,
ca
•
™ down vith
Supreme Court House. Carl
towel fee, 50 cents for a photo simply walked out without sign all the merry mad enthusiasm of a student body gone plans for the next one. Meet
yesterday afterroon
graph for freshmen students, ing up for it. Perhaps that was tipsy on color and music in a >
ings were held at the Frances
Fuller was Pacific's Congress
: ;
Mng the solici:ude
and laboratory fees ranging done unconsciously, but it seems night of nights. Join with the t o b e . . . O h w e l l ! H e r e s c o r t Gunn home overlooking Malibu
man and vice-chairman of the
•»m. with two p-,etty
Foreign Affairs Committee.
from $2 to $15.
more likely to those in a posi spirit of mad-cap hilarity — looked awfully big and mom Beach.
>49 term paper *
No fees can be made "for tion to know that the books tomorrow's another day.
Miss Weigart is acting as
The tournament was extremely
never did like lipstick on hankies
—oAv,|
assembly, entertainment, play, were taken in order to avoid
chairman of the Asilomar wor
Incidentally, it's Saturday. anyway.
large with *800 delegates from
athletic contests," or other ac the rental fee.
ship committee this year, an
Mom won't call until noon! So EVERYTHING GOES
160 colleges in thirty-five states.
Four Names Added
tivities held during school hours, DISHONEST AND UNFAIR
give way gravity! Let Lady
It's the Gras time and every other high honor since usually
Professor Betz had the un
xpert
but their would be "no objection
Such action, Mr. Gerould Gaiety swing the' floor.
wieldy job of providing judges
thing goes—even a towel and the position is given to an older,
to Senior Honorary
to voluntary raising of funds by stresses, is both dishonest, and AM I GOOD!
diaper sarong—out the door for more experienced advisory mem
for the tournament. With almost
ampus
ber.
Remember!- This is the night a beach robe!
900 contests in men's debate
Greek names have been chosen the students" to cover the ex unfair to all the students. The
While on the trip south, Miss
t show of the litest
Kaleidoscopic colors vieing
alone, this provided many a by members of the two honorary penses of such entertainments. books are kept from the shelves of satisfaction for that inner ego
so others cannot read them, and of being something you ain't. with the rainbow and artrocities Weigart spent one night at the
es In dresses, tats,
headache.
societies for women, which have EQUIPMENT FREE
r suits will be given
BETZ HONORS
just recently been formed on the. "Deposits for locks, lockers, the library is deprived of funds Past experiences would tend to of combinations in a ballroom newest American youth hostel
lpulsory chapel next
Professor Betz was also elected I campUS under sponsorship of the books, apparatus, musical in necessary for the maintenance prove that some of the creations of balloons, confetti, serpentine in California, located near Three
NORMAN LAMB
Rivers and operated by Mr. and
in attendance will be worthy of in a milling, swinging half
to the National Council of Pi I Associated Women Students, struments, uniforms, or other of this service.
10:45.
It may become necessary, un the best efforts of the D. T.'s thousand or more fun time Pa Mrs. George Burcham. Mr. Bur- propriately decorated. The com
Kappa Delta, which carries with hereafter the Sophomore Honor- equipment cannot be required,
will be the Msses
cham is a graduate of Pacific mittee in charge of decorations
cificities.
it the privilege of running for ary wm be known as Nu Alpha if the use of the equipment or less students of the College of afflicted with hallucinations.
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Fredrica Farley, and
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nucchl and Biddick are attend- OUTSTANDING
FOR which schistic credits are of the trust placed in them, to sea gull on a pole?—or Erwin This is King Carnival and the
oles.
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put
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ing
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Royal
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psilons
"Ride 'Em
Cowboy" Is \ Stuck on
Theme
Taffy-Dance

SOCIETY
Coop Holds
April Fool
Party

Tau Kappas Go
Backward for
A Night 1

APRTX 5, 1940

Utttplferte fee
BOB OONAWAY, Editor

CUBS FACE J. C. Netmen
INAUGURAL Take Two
TOMORROW batches

Tiger Thinclads
Meet Modesto
Bengals Must Garner Place,

Admitted only via the back
door will be the participants of
Show Points to Beat J. C.
and music by the name bands
Tau Kappa's backwards dance
broadcasting over the radio fur
tomorrow evening.
Opening the season against an originally scheduled
nished the music for Epsilons
Dancing will begin with the ap
breather, Pacific is pitted against an exceptionally strong
Step ladders, windows, and var propriate tune of "Good-night,
Modesto Junior College team. This "experience builderdance in honor of their fifteen
The Stockton Junior College upper" has boomeranged and now looms as a hard
new pledges last Saturday night. ious tunnels were required for Sweetheart," and will continue
J. C. Favored to Whip
entrance to the Pacific Coopera until 1:00 a. m., when "Begin
tennis team will engage the fought meet, close enough to be decided by the relay.
Dance music was played, for it
tive House April Fool party held the Beguine" will become the
While C.O.P. will be strong
Weak
High
School
Lodi High School net squad next
was the first radio dance of the Saturday night.
theme piece.
Wednesday on the Pacific tennis
year. However, the members and
Squad in Stadium
Vegetable arrangements dec
the
,h,s , e 1 1
Attractive decorations of bare
their guests must either have orated the rooms which were flower stems will lend a frag
courts. This match will be in quite up to the "Pirates" who
The long-awaited and often- the nature of a tune up match boast last year's National Junior
felt domestic, had a "yen" for turned topsy-turvy for the eve rance to the occasion and refresh
College Shot and Discus Cham
ning's fun. Hard-time costumes ments will be served to guests postponed Junior College track
candy, or just wanted to "mess were in order, carrying out the
for the locals, who will take on pion in "Moose" Thompson. In
inaugural
will
finally
materialize
upon
their
arrival.
Among
other
around. Anyway, the kitchen theme.
novelty dances will be included tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 the strong Placer Junior College a dual meet with Fresno State
stove was covered with kettles
Old games and Virginia Reels "Dancing Back to Back."
o'clock against the Stockton High aggregation the following Fri Varsity Reserves and Freshmen,
filled with boiling taffy, and the were mixed with modern dancing
Thompson put the shot 48 ft.
aggregation. This, the third meet day.
Those
enjoying
the
evening
of
kitchen floor, everyboy's hands during the evening, under the di
10
in., and threw the discus a
between
the
two
institutions
in
Tennis Team May Win
and the entire house was covered rection of Jackie Ong and Miriam backward entertainment will be
LODI NEXT
mere 142 ft., with Merritt, an
as
many
years,
should
provide
Keehner
Alice,
Lennox
Barbara,
with taffy that got beyond the Spuller. Other members of the
Match From Aggies
Although little is known of other MJC boy pressing him in
Field Mildred, Strader Rosemary, the Jaysees their first victory.
stringy stage.
social committee who were in Wilson Lucille, Doane Virginia, Both previous encounters were the Tokay city racquetmen, both events. Modesto won the
Pledges honored were Dorris
The College of the pacific ten
charge of the party were Gladys
Clifford, Mary Cook, Celia Cross, Hotchkiss, Barbara Durst, Carl Mclntyre Margo, Sage Marjorie, won by the Tarzans in easy fash Coach Doug Dashiell, Jaysee meet, by the way, 80-45.
nis
team will meet the California
mentor,
is
confident
the
Cubs
Jacqueline Easbey, Donna Fer Binford, Del Wheeler and Charles Siler LOuana, Linn Myra, Hopps ion.
GLOOM BOMBS
Aggie
netmen next Wednesday
will
make
a
strong
showing.
Gloria,
and
Lassel
Lois.
CUBS STRONG
guson, Lillian Kahn, Lucille Mc Mokiao.
Coach Jackson's attitude is
Guests of the evening are to be
The Cubs will field a powerful, Dashiell will probably use the decidely pessimistic as he looks in the first of two matches. The
intosh, Libby Meyer, Jane O'ConMembers and guests attending Honnold Forrest, Clark Bob, well-balanced squad, with excep following men against the
matches were postponed because
ner, Katherine O'Conner, Lillian
were Jane Dashiell, Mary Jane Potts Paul, Stark Bob, Meyers tional strength in the running Flames: Stewart Browne, Bill over the last two weeks—one
Simonsen, Phyllis Dodge, Barbara Dashiell, Harvey Fong, Barbara
week of vacation, and another of rain earlier in the year.
Ferguson, Joyce Blackmon, and Bowring, Nina Turkatte, Carolyn Vic, Southard Duane, Rypinkski events. It is expected that the Hunefeld, Wilfred Traphagen, of rain have placed everyone ONLY ONE SET
George, Hamilton Clyde, Oahl Blue and White garbed boys will Earl Smith, Ben Hamm, and
Beverly Gardiner.
once again In pre-season farm.
Grubbs, Doris Bowring, Marge
San .Jose State defeated the
Patrons and patronesses for the Lee, Jean Follette, Phyllis Grimes, Loren, Scheere Bob, Codington be able to take several first Farrell Dedrick.
Blow number two—the case of Tiger racquet wielders last Tues
places in the field events, par
evening were the Irving Gole- Nadine Prothers, Janet Lehman, Phil, and Frietas-Albert.
The Cubs traveled to Modesto Dan Looney who has turned up
day ten matches to one at San
Patrons and patronesses for ticularly the high jump.
mans, the Charles Normans and
last Wednesday to absorb their with a hip-snapper, and now is Jose in the second of two match
Doris Hancock, Ima Ruth Gil the evening will include Dr. and
If the winners come in as
the Herbert Welchs.
fourth setback of the current a doubtful participant in the es between the Bengals and the
lette, and Sam Smith, Fred Gar Mrs. Roy McCall, Mr. and Mrs.
Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity has
expected, half a dozen new
Season. Although the team lost meet.
Spartans. The Blesh men were
rison, Kenneth Chinn, Ray Leon- M. A. Garrigan, and Miss Ellen
been active during the past week
Junior College marks will be
Coach Dashiell is confident the
too powerful for the locals, and
hauser, Jim Matheson, Orville Deering.
putting the finishing touches on
Coach
Jackson
has
been
count
established. Probable recordteam is improving and will be ing heavily on Dan for firsts Sandy Trezise was the only man
Fletcher, Walt Fellers, Bill Beck
the new addition to the house.
breakers are: John Brown in
a force to reckon with in future in the 220, 440, not to mention to take a set from the prune city
er, Sam Takagishi, Andy Pres
Under the direction of Dean Gay
the furlong and quarter;
matches. Especially Impressive
cott, Orville Geoffroy and A1
and Jerry Bentley the basement
a place on his crack relay team. aggregation.
TIGERITIS
Miller, half and mile; Cooley,
were Stewart Browne and Bill
Miller.
of the house has been converted
Marcello Umipeg, moved to
Gloom Bombs 3, 4, and 5 are:
hurdles; Davies, pole vault;
Hunefeld.
Patrons and patronesses were
the ranking position in place
into a sancutary for kindred souls
Ostrander, who has been handi
STRIKES
Stacy,
broad
jump;
Philp,
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Hansen, Dr.
of Doug Sabiston, played the
In the feature match Stewart capped by his afternoon work,
with similar purposes in mind.
shot; and the Cub relay
featured
match. John Kryahd Mrs. Arnold and Mrs. George
Knotty pine was used to com
Browne
was
swept
off
the
court
CAMPUS
thus not being able to work out
group, which will run only
siak,
San
Jose ranking man,
McGirk,
house
mother.
pletely redecorate the room while
in
the
first
set,
but
came
back
The Pacific varsity basketball
regularly in the high jump pit,
880 yards to conform with
completely outclassed Umi
the walls were rendered cream team was honored at a dinner
gamely
to
clinch
the
last
two
and
Kelley
and
Rogers,
two
high school standards.
TIGERS HAVE IT
peg winning by the impres
and maroon. Furniture kindly last Friday night given by Alpha
Losing many point-getters sets to take Bill Ashton into basketball men who have not
sive
scores of 6-1, 6-0.
donated by the Alpha Kappa Phi Theta Tau sorority. Other guests Swimmers Rest
Tigers beware!!
from last year's strong squad, camp. Bill Hunefeld was the had the chance to get into shape
Mother's Club adds the final of the evening were Coach Ralph
only
other
winner
defeating
SUMMARY
It has struck our lair.
Tarzan mentor "Hap" Evans has
due to the rain.
touch to the den. Throughout the Francis, Assistant Coach Harold for San Jose
Tony Canizarro, clever little sec
Singles:
Krysiak
def.
Umipeg
We
must
be
very
careful
rounded
up
a
balanced
group,
The absence of Lenahan
Jaysee paddlers were idle this
renovating process Bentley and S. Jacoby, and Mr. Amos Alonzo
6-1, 6-0 (SJ); Harper dAt. Sabis
And exceedingly prayful—
which lacks exceptional men ond man, by the scores 7-5, 6-4.
from practice plus classes
Gay were assisted by Jere Tilson, Stagg. Serving the guests were week, training for a meet on Tigeritts is here.
Bud
Smith
lost
a
tough
match
ton 6-0, 6-0 (SJ); Ehle def. Spindt
Already
this
season
they
have
has put the pole vaulter out
Dave Day, Bob Dewey, Carley the seniors, Betty Flickinger, April 13 with the San Jose State
6-1, 6-3 (SJ); Dixon def. Hutchto A1 Newlee after a three set
lost
meets
to
two
Sacramento
of the meet. Les has done
Moore, Harold Dieckmann, and Minnie Sawyer, Pat Railsback Spartan Varsity. The Cub swim
eon 6-2, 6-3 (SJ); Kifer def. Tre
battle. The Jaysees dropped
It strikes you all of a sudden— schools.
mers
will
have
had
three
weeks
12
ft.
6
in.,
and
would
have
other members of the fraternity. and Lois Genochio.
zise 6-1, 4-6, 6-2 (SJ); Egling def.
both
doubles
matches.
Farrell
Just
like
it
did
Ruth
Udden,
PREPS
MAY
UPSET
given the team a great lift.
To celebrate the completion of
Morrill 6-0, 6-4 (SJ); Quetin def.
After dinner the boys all made of steady training behind them And leaves you so awful weak
Dedrick
made
his
first
appear
Men
who
are
capable
of
upset
the project a buffet supper was speeches, culminating in this way when they meet the Spartans—
Fuller 6-1, 6-3 (SJ)'.
ting the dope bucket and winning ance playing doubles. This Santa SEVEN WINNERS
served last night after the reg their season of basketball. At the first college team on their That you can hardly speak.
Doubles: Ehle-Dixon def. Sa,Cruz
lad
may
be
heard
from
in
Modesto
Junior
College
will
their
events
are:
Henry
Ruffoni,
ular business meeting.
Dick 8:00 the pledges of Alpha Theta schedule.
biston-Spindt 6-4, 6-1 (SJ); Egthe
future.
who
has
toured
the
220
in
23
It's
troublesome
to
lift
your
feet;
field
a
well-balanced
team
whose
The
San
Jose
squad
will
be
Toms, Duane S e w e 11, Willie presented for the guests' enter
flat, the 100 in 10.2; Kraft, over SUMMARY
only weakness seems to be in ling-Harper def. Umipeg-Hutch;Rempfer, and Fred Cox comprised tainment a play entitled, "Who strong in every department and You only want to sleep and
eon 6-2, 6-4 (SJ); Quetin-Sarin
20
feet
in
the
broad
jump;
Oliver,
the sprints. Their weight-men def. Fuller-Morrill 6-2, 6-2 (SJ).
sleep.
the dinner committee. Mixed Stole It?" or "She Lost It At the have many truly outstanding
Singles—Browne
def.
Ashton,
swimmers, but Coach Chris Kjeld- Profs and lectures are a bore, 2:10 in the half; Runcie, 4:39 in 3-6, 6-3, 6-1, (SJC); Hunefeld def are par excellence, and they
cold meats, potato salad, sand Astor."
0
And if they wake you, are you the mile. Jim Bentz is almost
wiches, cake and coffee were
Canizarro, 7-5, 6-4, (SJC); Maro win meets by their ability to
Sarah Cameron was general sen is confident that his proteges
certain
to
cop
first
honors
in
the
University of Omaha students
sore.
gather second and third places,
served.
ney def. Traphagen, 6-1, 7-5,
chairman of the affair and Jackie can score an upset. It is expected
high jump.
*
*
*
as shown in their meet with recently voted six to one in
Richie was in charge of decora that in their first race in the
(M);
Newlee
def.
Smith,
4-6,
6-4,
A week from today the
standard distances both relay Some people call it laziness,
6-1, )M); Bentley def. Hamm, Fresno State. However, this is favor of continuing intercollegi
tons.
Junior
College plays host to
Son Is Born
But
not
in
any
fairness.
teams
will
establish
new
school
the way it should shape up: ate football.
#
*
•
6-3, 6-1, (M).
Yuba J. C. and Placer J. C. at
Others say it isn't either,
marks.
Doubles— Ashton-Newlee def. Ritchie will take the century,
to the Roger
Baxter Stadium in a triangu
It's just a case of spring fever.
Brown-Traphagen,
1-6, 6-0, 7-5, Looney the 220 and the 440, a
lar meet which should pro
Zoology, Nature
But we know—
(M); Maroney-Canizarro def. breeze in the 880 for Tomasini,
Baers
duce some outstanding per
Tigeritis is here.
Hunefeld-Dedrick,
6-4, 6-2, (M). in the two mile Nelson will walk
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Baer, both Field Trip
formances. C o a c h E. R.
in, Ford will sweep the high
Jackson is looking for a kill
former students at the College
jump and pole vault, Rogers will
ern"
improvement
of
the
gear
One hundred twenty zoology |
ing in this meet if his squad
of the Pacific, are announcing
By BAY GROSSE
clear the field in the broad
shift on the steering post is listed
and
nature
study
students
leave
the birth of a son, Roger Theo
meets expectations tomor
Practice Starts
jump, while the relay remains
as a special feature.
the campus early tomorrow for J
row.
dore Baer.
a toss-up. These are the seven
Maybe
we
aren't
so
modern
While at Pacific both were a semester field trip at Table French Woo ...
Ben Winkelman and "Pop"
We know that Old Man
first places that should be
Prof. L. C. Newby, head of the after all, but one thing to our
prominent members of the stu Mountain near Sonora. Accom
Warner opened spring grid ses
panied by zoology instructors, language department of San Jose advantage is that we don't have Glen West Will
cinch
for
the
Tigers,
all
that
Winter has been suffer
dent body. Mrs. Baer is the for
sions at San Jose last Tuesday.
Dr. J. R. Arnold and Miss Nancy State College advocates by the to pay any $6700 for an automo
remains
now
is
to
beat
the
ing from a hang-over
mer Miss Mary Bay, who was the
Included in the Seventy-four can
Toms, the group will spend the]
"Pirates" at their own game
first queen of the Mardi Gras. day observing the animal life and [ U. S. C. Trojan the use of French bile. The old gray mare was still Head Pledges
didates
were
several
promising
complex this year . . .
that of garnering the seconds
She was also president of her other natural features of the re- in making love. The smooth going strong« then.
At a meeting held previous to transfers from junior colleges.
*
»
b
ut confidentially, t h e
and
thirds.
euphony
of
French
would
say,
sorority, Epsilon Lambda Sigma, gion, returning in the afternoon.
the regular meeting of the Alpha Looking forward to greater co
"I
love
you,
I
adore
you,
what
Weatherman
told us that
and vice-president of the student
Kappa
Phi
fraternity
last
night
operation
between
fans
and
the
Abundant material for study |
Some Stuff...
body.
the rainy season is just
new pledges elected for the pledge team, Winkelman announced that
will be furnished by bird and in do you desire that I say more,"
Ray
Kinney
and
his
Hotel
Lex
Mr. Baer was a prominent Pa sect life. Typical Sierra foothill while German would say abrupt
hourly practice sessions will be
C. O. P. Special
about through. So get
ington orchestra entertained class of the present semester.
cific athlete, playing football on flora will be observed. The group ly, "I love you, and if you won't
Glen West of Lodi was elected open to the public, with a loud
more
than
nine
hundred
students
ready
for SPRING and
the varsity, and president of the is expecting to see a good display give me a kiss, I shall use force."
president and Bob Dewey was speaking system to describe for
Is this a tip-off as to why your and faculty members at a Uni elected secretary-treasurer. After
fraternity with which he was af of wildflowers.
lots
of
FUN! Buy your
their benefit the various types
versity of Hawaii convention re
filiated, Alpha Kappa Phi.
ONE DOZEN
Another group of over 100 stu line hasn't weakened her resis cently. A program of old and the elections they reported to the of plays as they are run off
The baby, weighing 4 pounds dents will make approximately tance? After all, this guy Boyer
314*5 IVORY
new Hawaiian music was pre fraternity business meeting and
• SWIMMING CAPS
does all right.
the same trip April 20.
was born in Oakland.
BORDER PRINTS
sented by Kinney and his troupe were congratulated by the mem
*
*
•
APPLICATIONS
after General Wells spoke on the bers.
• TENNIS SHOES
Now Being Received
importance Of the sugar cane in
Same Mare ...
For
Membership
• TENNIS BALLS
Standing in the basement of the dustry to Hawaii. The show also
Get Tour Haircut at
FALL SEMESTER, 1940
Los Angeles Museum, in Exposi included hulas by the "Hawaiian
• PHOTO SUPPLIES
tion Park, is a Pierce Great Ar Maids," members of the Kinney
'The Campus Barbershop'
From Your
row, 1908, upon which the "mod troupe.
and of course
PACIFIC CO-OP |
This Shop is Owned by

"Rodeo" was the theme of the
radio dance, honoring the pledges
of Mu Zeta Rho, last Saturday
night. Dancing began at nine
o'clock and continued until
twelve o'clock when the midnight
barbecue was held.
Seabiscuit and Kayak II were
gayly represented there by a
saw-horse, a broomstick, and a
paper bag. Ten-gallon hats, for
merly adorning the wall, were
worn in keeping with the dude
theme of the dance.
Bernadine Badger was general
chairman of the dance. Patrons
and patronesses were Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Larson and Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley G. Young.
Pledges in whose honor the af
fair was given, include Joann Ed
wards, Harriet Davidson, Connie
Fisher, Mary Joyce Whitlock,
Jane Switzer, Irene Ticoulat,
Coralie Shaw, and Jessie Mclnnis

Records played on a nickelodeon

"

Same Story Netmen
Lose All

ARCHANIA
ADDS TO
HOUSE

Alpha The+a
Entertains
Team

COLLEGIANA

Snap Into
Spring!

THE UJOnDER
HO 8... M«in

STOCKTON

the PSA.

IT

«•"

ALMA KAY
FROCKS

Ph. 3-2234 [

"ABE LINCOLN
IN ILLINOIS"
RAYMOND MASSEY
GENE LOCKHART

Campus
Oxford

"Free Blonde and 21"
LYNN BARI
JOAN DAVIS

THE UUOflDER
NWWilN

STOCKTON

N»H«

Dress Up Your Room—

SIERRR

"BALALAIKA"
NELSON EDDY

"Secrets of Dr. Kildare"|
LEW AYRES

STARTS TODAY

"INVISIBLE
STRIPES"

GEORGE RAFT
JANE BRYAN
And

"GRANNY GET
YOUR GUN"
MAE ROBSON

BURNHAM BROS.'
LARGE DISPLAY OF DRAPES,
FLOOR COVERINGS AND FURNITURE

Fashion Salon
Second Floor

417-21 E. Weber Ave.
T"

- ^ ^ u . l i . ; a > .i v»^>~:Svii ir>y;rlif /vrirftaiiittftfi'

Naranjado
Negatives

• SCHOOL MATERIALS
at

The CLARKSON
STUDIO
131 N. SUTTER ST.

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

Where Your Kodak Films Get
Individual Attention

"On The Campus
For You"

Sat. • Sun. • Mon.

Tues. - Wed. - Thurs. • Fri.

Gulliver's Travelsl

OOLDEN WEST fate
LAtWDEREMrCLEAREfS
501 North Sierra Nevada Street

SERVING PACIFIC

—And—

"Eternally Yours"
LORETTA YOUNG
DAVID NIVEN

FROM

20 . . .

..

See FRED GARRISON or
any member of the Co-op

Starts Sunday

All Genujne White Buck . . . 8.95

^ .

SHOP

212 FULTON

6,95

Bodies are filled
smoothly and
break into flowingskirts and ever so
young necks are
created in c r i s p
white lingerie col
lars . . . Prints in
new summer tone
pastels, also navy
and black . . . Sizes
9 to 17 and 10 to

YOUR

THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE

American Fashions for The All American Miss

. .. For Every Occasion
From Sun Up to Sun Down

IS

Room and Board, $25 Mo.
Board, $18 Per Mo.

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

"Where Old & New Friends Meet'

Everything For The Garden!
SEEDS
BEDDING PLANTS
VIGORO PLANT FOOD
SPRAY MATERIALS

KNOX SEED COMPANY
Phone 2-0144

509 E. Weber
r.

1

!

in •r'—J
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SHY
SAPS OF
SOCIETY
. 0r «» Bonnie Smith
# STean Andrews or as Con>*jy to confuse-us COULD

(""If
imagine?
V°
pill and Rhlzomla havl

0,"e?ioint

Bodley Is Little
Man Who Was
Not There
Y.

,D ,

Trustees
Give
Dance
SOCIETY
at Matteoni's to
Knoles' Nag
"YE FLOWER Rival Muddy Grass
Glue-Factory SHOPPE"
BETTY DIXON, Editor

MERCE1TA VOORHEES

TO OPEN

Rivaling the Mardi Gras which was formerly the
most attractive social event of the Pacific calendar, is
the Board of Trustees' Annual Hop to be given this eve
ning at Matteoni's, Stockton's swankiest rendezvous.

rate floral shop of his own on Al
pine and Pacific avenue.
Mr. Bava will feature corsages
and bouquets at a special rate
for Pacificites with PSA cards.
Without PSA cards the price will
be doubled (get your PSA cards
now and avoid the flush).
Oddly enough, Benny will spe
cialize in daffodils and camellias,
the campus variety. Anyone
caught breaking into the flower
shop and stealing the flowers
will be fined a makimum penalty
—five dollars per flower.

Patrons and patronesses for the evening will be Miss
Sally Hoge and Mr. Bob Wentz.o——
Miss Pat Lynch and Mr. Marvin
Bids may be obtained from i le
Genetti, Miss Mary Ranney and office of Miss Carter by all mem
Mr. Charles Patmon, and Miss
Harriet Budin and Mr. Gulliver bers of the PSA who present
"Travel" Martin. Although the Black and White labels (the taxi
dance is from 10 to 3 o'clock, cab variety).
Mr. Manlio Silva's Stockton
members of the Board are not
expected to arrive before 5 a. m. Symphony Orchestra will play
Putting the hops in the Hop for the jitterbugging. His band,
will be Bartender Tully Knoles, one of the "HOT" type, will fea
and he will be assisted by Otto ture Mr. Silva's arrangement of
Ritter and Joe Farley. An in "Tuxedo Junction."
This affair, given by the Board
teresting floor show has been
planned for between jigs. This of Trustees, promises to be an
will feature Topsy Mae Shaw and annual occat-on if there is any
enthusiasm shown.
Bubbles McCann.

eVeninga * the Philltarmonic auditorium
of Los !SPa
6 "unfortunate happenings"
occurred M"! °n? °a
tU
de
ntS
knOW
that last evening was
the date w?en V r ,
,
Pacific s A Cappella choir was to pre Society won out today in its Benny Bava, formerly chief
water-boy for the campus camel
vention P 0gram for the National Music Educators Con- fight against a menace lurking
lias, will open an exclusive cut-

Bound

meeting . . • Mary
.sitting with Helen Cortel"n,"knitting nights . • • Sally
her own car .
If .e driving
jo( ug'mith without a rumble
on this campus. After drastic
Uleanor McCloud acThe choir members arrived in gotten as the appointed hour for actions against the Knoles fam
^ 1 ;,v'ine . . • George TomasLa- Los Angeles in the early hours the fulfillment of the southern ily, the four-legged-equine-PalaW'l^ifiiiE-^for a date
|o0
Jil T4(rorio relaxing . . • Box- of Thursday morning, and im trip arrived. The national hon mino-hay burner, residing in the
vetnfl»fele with blond hair
mediately checked in at the Bilt- orary high school orchestra had Knoles back yard, was finally
el,e
Cash not looking regal more to catch a couple of completed their numbers and the sold to the glue factory at the
time for the guest appearance disgustingly high price of twenty
ChS Coe in a Model T . . .
"dwinks" that they had neglected of the A Cappella Choir had
. •'.^Trezise in a newsreel thea- to get on the train trip down come. However, Mr. Bodley had dollars.
'"•n*
Dr. Knoles and his daughter,
to foJT* H thu sa" Bill Biddick speechless .. . The scheduled rehearsal for 8:30 not come. Norman Lamb, as Miss
Lorraine, have been warned
$tefan paying his own Thursday morning failed to alarm
manager of the choir decided to several times of their undignified
u
B
Audrey
Krasnow
whismany
of the thirty-two choir act as spokesman and tell the behavior of racing this said ani
s^sSs t>ail • • "
Bob Bastian on time members
when their director audience of the disappearance of mal throughout the campus. The
Holmes sitting out a didn t show up. One member was
the director. He hardly had one Board of Directors believed this
Lew Morrill without heard to say, "Well, he is a pro
black-shoed foot on the stage to be a bad example set before
hunt
^L'ca'nessa . . . Johnnie Ca- fessor, and he needn't be an ex when two other such feet hastily the eyes of the students. Not
no
with a Packard . . . Bert ception to the rule." A music followed each other down the only was the situation degrading,
B1"le going to "ole" Virginia
major added the statement, "He
it was dangerous. Several stu
no J: "W 131 Vivien Manary with time on is probably poking around pub middle aisle of the auditorium.
They belonged to that little man dents have been run down and
.
a
T
/
n
«
1
"
A
g
n
r
\
4
drlr
Karl Moore not lishing houses hunting for some who finally got there, Mr. Bodley. seriously injured by this unconhands
"lier,,inlr "pledge" ... Senior Honor
- music that he thinks is too hard
The choir did appear as sched trollabe menace.
f.Ltv without Epsilon . . . Tau for us." The concensus of opin uled. Mr. Bodley in his excite
By a court order that this drab
Society
I
k""
*£S
living up to their reputa- ion was to let Norman Lamb ment to explain to his thirty-two looking Palamino be sold to a
'h°niy "** In i
rinR.
rehearse each number once and charges and his rush to announce glue factory, the year-long fight
P* <°
asV.
nub Smallwood with a horse- then let the "gang" go. That's the first number to the audience ended today.
*
*
*
forgot the pick-up power of the
obert /»* Al„ M and a four-leaf clover . . . what they did.
Twelve
hours
later
thirty-two
microphone. The blurted words
SL potts laughing . . . Miss
Sinn frowning . . . Max Gobel black-robed figures were impa —"Skipper just cut his first
tiently waiting and frantically tooth" — satisfactorily explained
o,0 h,
th!h - 7n(r . . Les Lenahan playing
n
"gout 2e' • • Norma Marcellin flirt- wondering where their director to the choir members and the
.
Betty Flickinger without was. Excitement ran high, the audience the reason for his be
'."window . . . Mu Zeta without day's adventures were almost for- lated arrival.
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xpert
ampus

•how of the
'• In dresses, h

•ulti will be jj
pulaory chapel a

10:45.
'Ill be the
', Ralphne
Intel Jonte, J:
Frodrica Farley,

lot.

nenny • • • Don Mllls at Stanford
Fred Cox without his car
svivia Stephens acting her age
Jack Renney being subtle . ..
o'hizomia without a boom ... The
mb house with delicious food . . .
The book store giving away books
Stadium Drive without a car
" Hal Ewing dating Wini Ranjji . . Irene Ticoulat con
tented . . •

Long and Short
of It—They're
Engaged
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Co-ed Craves
Moments of
Peace
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Library Closes;
SCA Gets
Gerould
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TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.
Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

For better business positions
H U M P H R E Y S
(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAA.CS
California at Weber.. Stockton

'

for the

"The Taste Will Tell"
2014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

Fighting Tigers
OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

ICE CREAM
FRESH FLAVORS DAILY
2017 PACIFIC AVE.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

BOSTONIAN
Fit Right — Feel Right
They're Walk-Fitted

and

YrV&y

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
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Last evening the girls of Wo
men's Hall attended a meeting in
the lobby of the Dorm, the gen
eral theme being the ideal col
lege girl, her ideals and purposes
in life.
A most inspiring talk was given
by Jane Neill, a student of edu
cation here. She suggested that
the girls become better acquaint
ed with the more serious aspects
of student life on the campus.
Charm Cash, while speaking
about the social events of the
spring semester, attempted to im
press upon the girls the evils of
"going steady." The third speak
er was Kay McDonald, a Busi
ness Administration major, who
gave the girls suggestions for
meeting the problems that have
to be faced in the future. The
fourth and final speaker, Leslie
Knoles, discussed the implica
tions and possibilities of a policy
of isolation so that the girls will
be able to talk intelligently about
the foreign relations of our coun
try.
Following the meeting refresh
ments of cold turkey sandwiches
and tea were served by Bettie
Meyer, Helen Nordyke, and Kay
O'Connor.

. Bulldog patrol with a scout
master . . . The A Cappella Choir
The traditional box of candy
without Bodley . . . Hal Rogers
was passed at Alpha Theta Tau
writing tragedies . . .
last night when the engagement
Herm Sapiro without his or
of Patricia McNamara to Bill Renchestra . . . Mrs. Seagraves with
wick was announced.
out the Mrs. . . . Barre Stephens
Renwick sent a card with the
acting like a gentleman ... Ralph
candy saying, "Sweets for the
Wright not breaking swimming
"It is getting so I have not Sweet, but I have the Sweetest."
records ...The basketball varsity
time to even eat my meals any This came not as a surprise as
geverly Miller being quiet with Pat Dunlap . . . The Dorm more," stated Miss Millie Bar the two have been in constant
without cigarettes ... Faye Lovewhen Glenn Tanner is around
nett (who is slowly wasting away company for the past year.
...
Margaret Campbell without gren unattractive
*
*
*
Miss McNamara is a sophomore
from starvation). It seems that
Mr.' Gerould ... Dr. Goleman
student in the Junior College and
Miss
Barnett
is
constantly
being
„ith a new suit... The Connellys
Renwick, now attending the Col
without the Windmillers or vice
hounded by the campus romeos— lege of the Pacific, attended Col
A second custodian, Mr. J. H.
Pacific without Tully
versn
Kleenitup, has been appointed by interrupted by dozens of phone lege at Cal-Aggies and Washing
the College of the Pacific to re calls each hour—and flowers and ton State.
An early fall wedding is
MRS. HOLMAN'S
lieve Comptroller O. H. Ritter telegrams arrive for her at all
planned.
1803 Pacific Avenue
from his daily duties of going times of the day.
*
*
*
OPEN ALL. NIGHT
up and down the hall of the
"I realize that I am beautiful,"
PLATE LUNCHES
Ad Building snapping off lights.
DONUTS
The appointment will take place Miss Barnett goes on to say, "but
SANDWICHES
I just wish the boys would leave
FOUNTAIN SERVICE immediately.
me alone for maybe a few min
utes each day in order that
Bent a
Never in the history of the Col
RAVIOLIS—
might be able to take a little
lege of Pacific has anything so
beauty
nap."
SPAGHETTIBill Schedler seems to be Miss dreadful happened. Mr. Gerould,
$1.60 PER MONTH
FOREIGN
Barnett's greatest admirer and with tears streaming down his
(Latest Models Slightly
DELICACIES— j
higher)
swears he will do something des cheeks, was seen placing a sign
All New Portables Sold
perate like jumping into the Pa on the Library door, bearing the
75c and $1.00 Per Week
cific swimming pool if Millie does words in bold, frightening let
"NO INTEREST OR
ters—"LIBRARY CLOSED —NO
CARRYING CHARGE"
not soon give him a tumble.
BUSINESS."
And
so
it
seems
that
that
eld
STOCKTON
Visit Our Beautiful
Mr. Gerould, formerly librarian,
saying, "All is not gold that glit
New Store
TYPEWRITER
ters," still holds true, for even will devote the rest of his life aS
Free Parking Space
COMPANY
such startling beauties as Miss director of the S. C. A.
436 E. Market
Ph. 2-*8614
Barnett have their troubles.
American and Channel
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BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

Barry"Atkinson
Stage RussianFinnish Epic

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
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PAT DUNLAP

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

"Charmer"

ee

Shaw Trips
Light Fantastic

Archites to
Get Break

* * *

AND FREE, TOO

PACIFIC COFFEE

SHOP

"Where the Food Is Always Good"
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Free sundaes and cokes will
be given away this afternoon be
tween 12:35 and 4:10 to holders
of student body cards, reports
Mae Weigart, chairman of the
Cub House.

naisei

KING

— Jeweler —
2047 Pacific Ave.
WE SPECIALIZE IN WATCH
and JEWELRY REPAIRING

"Giggler" A

YES SIR, A GOOD PLACE
TO SHOP!

ART FLORAL
SHOPPE

Quality Meats At Prices Hard To Beat

FOR ALL FLOWERS

riotous
ly gay play-time mainstay
—Gay Gibsonish as all
get out. And Oooh, the
big pockets! Rayon suedetone in green, spray
(aqua), sand, red, Como
blue, white, burnt sugar.

SERVING PACIFIC FOR FIFTEEN (15) YEARS

TREVOR GRIFFITHS,
Campus Rep.

3.95

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE
Lubrication ByRoy "Chopper" Cooper

Dagwood Wins CAMP FIRE
BOYS GET
Dining Hall
CHARTER
Bout

Rhizomia Boomed! Last night
Plans to take over the manage
smoke
poured forth from Rhi
ment of the dining hall were dis
zomia
as
the Camp Fire Boys an
cussed by the members of the
Home Economics Club last Mon nexed another troop when Rhi
day evening. Mr. Ritter was a zomia was presented with the
Camp Fire Boys' Charter. Bobby
special guest of the evening.
He was taken on a guided tour Keintz was named Chief Fire
of the Foods department and re Maker, and Bob Wentz was be
peatedly told the club members queathed the title of past-firethat their working conditions master. Pat Dunlap was elected
were pleasant and he agreed with Chief "Hot-footer," or custodian.
The slogan adopted by the for Maybe we hit on some
their plans, but conventions
could not be broken. The girls mer Greek letter house is—"Keep
thing ... Is one of these
had planned to serve light re the home fires burning," or "It darlings named for OUR
freshments after the deal was wih be a cold winter."
MARDI GRAS QUEEN?
John Stoltz and Ethan Higgins
clinched. In the face of the comp
troller's steadfast refusal Miss have already been suspended for
Weins, reared in China, remem practicing bon-fire building in the
bered an old Chinese proverb and middle of the living room floor,
Ernie Atkinson and Ham
K
P
hastened to the kitchen.
After a "Dagwood" sandwich Briggs are to aid the rest of the your charm intact in san
and three strong cups of coffee troop members in learning and forized Charm Chambray,
Mr. Ritter said he'd let them run carrying out the creed as they with swingy 6-gore skirt.
HIS office if they'd serve food formerly belonged to the organ Wide belt, and the fa
like that in the dining hall at ization in their more youthful mous Gay Gibson fit to
days.
nominal costs.
flatter your figger. Blue,
Youse patrons of the dining
yellow, or rose.
hall will not be seeing each other
in the funny papers, but upon in
*
*
*
vestigation of the pleasing olfac
6.50
tory odors from the dining hall
you can have the gustory satis
No Discount For Cash!
factions of Dagwood.
Miss Topsy Mae Shaw, hailed
as the great successor to Pavlova,
will be added to the new floor!
show at Matteoni's night club.
Miss Shaw has earned her rep-|
utation for interpretation of mod
ern dancing because of her agility I
It has been rumored that Miss
Pacific's new dining hall is near of movement, her youthful spirit, ]
Betty Barry and Mr. Ernie At completion. WPA workmen on
and her delightful personality.
kinson, well known couple about the job state that it will be just
She has also been acclaimed I
campus, have come to a parting a matter of several years more
for her interpretation of the clas
of the ways. It seems that Miss before the building is completed.
sic hula dance, and also for her
Barry saw a picture at the Sierra
The outstanding feature of the delightful and original choreog-|
last week-end starring Joe Penner dining hall will be the continuous
raphy.
and decided then and there that service from 6 a. m. to 6 a. m. A
Many members of the Pacific |
he was destined for her and that notable feature will be the wait faculty will be on hand to ap
poor Ernie was only a passing ers, three for each customer, and
plaud the great Shaw on to great
fancy—a childish infatuation. It each waiter an Archite.
er heights. Among those whol
has also been rumored that Betty
The new building will be dec have taken reservations for her
is leaving tonight on the stream orated in black patent leather and opening night are the following:
liner for Hollywood and Joe.
chrome. The ceilings will be Dr. Fred L. Farley, Mr. Louis
This move on her part has made done in lucite.
Windmiller, Dr. "Bugs" Arnold, |
it all the easier for Mr. Atkinson,
The very latest in bars and bar and Mr. Irving Goleman.
who has been trying for weeks equipment has been obtained.
*
*
*
now to break off with Betty, in There will be two bars, one at
University of Toronto students |
order that he can play the field. each end at which coca-cola, or are giving blood to be used by j
As yet, however, he has not been ange juice, and milk will be Canadian soldiers at the front.
able to decide whether his heart served.
belongs to Brenda or Cobina—
only time will tell.

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S

HI tor a

TUXEDO MEAT MARKET
2018 PACIFIC AVE.

DIAL 3-0811

KEEP LOOKING
YOUR BEST
THIS SPRING!
Let Us Keep Your Clothes Just Like New

HESS DE LUXE CLEANERS
348 W. HARDING WAY

Slacks, Skirts
Plain Dresses
3-Piece Suits

19c
39c
39c

(PLUS lc INSURANCE PER GARMENT)

OMEGA PHI

Phone 2-9502
II

Lovely!
Exquisite!

H&5?83

Engagement
Cups

$1.15 up

Has, Haas
& Sons
JEWELERS

425 E. MAIN

Phenomenon"

Smart young things fall
upon this delectable fa
bric like kittens on cream.
All round pleated skirt
has that subtle something
that means Gay Gibson
Fit, Fashion, Fun. Cruise
beige,' Vicky blue, maize
rayon wonder girl.

7.95

SMITH S L A N o .
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Paddlers Circumnavigate
Globe, Set New Mark

BEEF DEPARTMENT
Our present gymnasium facilities are over-crowd
ed, poorly-developed, inefficiently-manned, and fail
in 'their primary purpose, that of teaching clean,
healthful living. Our club house for gridders resem
bles something from the dark ages.
The tennis courts are too bumpy for efficient play;
Baxter Stadium is fit for neither football or track
contests. It is too small to comfortably seat the pay
ing spectator, too exposed to coax Milquetoasts from
their warm firesides, too well-lighted for the good
of the players.
_
The track around the turf has no 220-yard straight
away, it is too loamy, has no adequet drainage sys
tem, and is exposed to too much wind. There are
no adequet baseball facilities; in fact, no approved
form of the national pastime whatever.

Coach, Crew Overcome Numerous
Obstacles in Lengthy Jaunt

to

ftj&uo
G
Bo
ym
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From Hoop Profits
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Coach Francis Donates Small
Amount; Cubs Pay Rest

By JACK TOOMAY
pf the supreme success, of the Pacifi
Because
By J. NEPTUNE HOLDEN
sity Basketball team this past season, the moderate
Yesterday at exactly 10:38 a. <m. Vic Simpson, as
cess of the J. C. Hoop squad, the enormous gate
sistant relay swimmer, swam under the San Franciscoceipts a present of $20,000 made to the school by Coac,
Bay Bridge amid the cheering of millions of people lin
ing the bridge, to set a new intramural record for swimRalph Francis, and the $20 donation of the Cub
ing around the world.
bids were opened to contractors*
March 26, under the careful*
last night for the construction of
nfeT „ floW^r
guidance of Chris Kjeldsen,
a new Gymnasium the price of
shineVarious
Presidents
Offer
Felicitations
which shall not exceed $200,000.
Ralph Francis' ten-foot row boat,
Although
the
gift
of
Coach
itlfl
"The Queen Anne," Pacific's ace
And Solicitations to Departing Men
unin
Francis is not negligible, it was
relay swimming team with A1
11'
San
the donation of the Cub Casaba
Hawkins in the water zipped out
By B. BARREL
Squad,
headed
by
the
magnanim
of the local harbor on what was
"The College of Pacific track team has been invited ous Bert Mason who gave $1.83,
itloi
the first leg of a 50,000-mile jour
to participate in the 1940 Olympics at Helsinke, Fin that bridged the gap and made it
0lT1 d of 1
pSA
"
n
By
W.
FRANCISCO
ney. After some eight hours of
tl>e 5)0 br^d intr<
Robert L. Breeden, benevolent land," was the announcement made today hy President
possible for bids.
SOLUTION WHERE?
light swimming, Coach Kjeldsen director of Athletics, who has re
Loathe as I am to suspect any.
gey *®U.pttv
Honolulu. Ralph Fran cently recovered from a long- Tully Cleon Knoles.
THREE FLOORS
thing sinister in a sport as c]
Ufn0t unr<
The one solution to all these problems lies within sighted
This
stunning
news
was
further
made
official
hy
a
The new gym will be almost as intercollegiate tennis
cis finished the trip to the island tenured malady (bank-book rigor•message from the President of
.ea
the Athletic Department itself. All inadequacies and in 58 seconds. His was the short mortis),
three
times the size of the pres Dear!), I fear there Is a
today stated that he
fbe
recePtlvC'
Finland to our own "Stonewall"
ent barn-like building. There why the vaunted court clownl^ al^S3 for the a»nnl
irregularities can be traced directly to this group and est but also the fastest swim on would carry on the fight to insti
Jackson,
censored
by
a
Mr.
Stalin,
will be three huge floors, the low
its policy-forming "front office," the Boar dof Ath the entire trip. As a courtesy to tute a training table, in order to
which read—"In view of your er one for fabulous locker rooms, ours are not doing their best, i >«fIlialark«e P»
him, the boys consented to spend further the cause of football and
of course, winning, ji,
early season form and of your the second for miscellaneous mean,
letic Control.
a day on the island to watch come to aid the athletes at Pacific.
..1 1..
hnc
.1
^
a
amazing defeat of the University game rooms, and the third for whole affair has an air of my*
However, there is one little matter of MONEY, in the ships that they had passed OH, YEAH
tery, that is very shady
of Southern California of 130-1, it the basketball court. Directly
with which there could be developed adequet facil the day before.
"Of course we should maintain
indeed. In fact as I sit here4, El^Sed "y •;
is our hope that you honor us connected will be two swimming my bombshelter writing this lit. /
our simon-pure standing," states
and mar•i^HOCC
ities for many minor sports. Until Pacific develops HOT JOHN
with your presence in the com pools, one for pleasure swimming, erary masterpiece thing's I q A
the old trainer, "but now that we
lining end o
(Continued from page 1)
winning athletic teams, there will be no huge profits Leaving Hawaii in his wake are
ing Olympic Games. To help de the other for serious working-out. very cloudy indeed. Yes, sir.
definitely out of the French
was Bob Owens, who underwent
iggery and n "paii?ns I
accruing from games with which to build and re- a strenuous period of training for Camp League, and have gained necessitate Pacific's dropping fray the cost of the 14th Olym The locker rooms will be dec
THEY'RE
LOUSY
the trip. He was not allowed national recognition by beating from present West Coast foot piad, arrangements have been orated with murals drawn by the
modle.
Why, after a brilliant early sea.
commitments. The com made for you to meet the picked famous Phineas J. McGinnis of
Yes sir, it was to be football's golden year at more than six dates weekly and such teams as California and Chi ball
cago, and have engaged Notre plete crack-up of the Far Western group of track stars of Europe, Spain. Each locker will have its son campaign scoring moral vic. »"*, but notw"
was
to
be
in
bed
by
3
a.
m.
Off
C.O.P. After knocking over California's slumbering
own private valet who sees to it tory after moral victory against
chlne5 s
the coast of China some five Dame for our inaugural combat Conference, of which Pacific has
hot an
Bears,',the Tigers proceeded to lose to a very sad- hours later an iceberg floated by. of 1940, we should think (and he been the guiding light and prin one week previous. We sincerely that all clothes are pressed and stupendous odds, did the locals U«U»
our mur
hope
this
meets
with
your
ap
go
into
the
tank,
against
lowly
ciple school, is anticipated from
hung up while the athlete is prac
®
good, bad or 1
looking pack of Wolves from Nevada. Coach Stagg It melted when Toomay stood sighed) of our boys."
proval, and enclosed you will find ticing. After showering each per Garden City? Clearly it wasn't rong
this move.
* Xvery faction, «
STILL SOUNDS FAKE
certainly celebrated his half century with banquets, up in the boat.
round-trip tickets for each man. son will be given three towels, a case of collusion . . . our ladj says"** bestm
At Singapore, Ralph Wright en
The liberal advocator of the on- NEW SKED
fetes, awards, and good-wishing speeches; too bad tered
the water for Alma Mater. festal board plans to discuss the
The new schedule was present Yours in the spirit of sport the one of which he is welcome to even pay to play their favorita f ioeS /rTthat rehe couldn't have taken the team along on a success His trip to India was completed matter with the Board of Trus ed by Dr. Breeden with the nomi President of Finland, Joseph take home. The teams will prac waste of time. Why, then, do the 0{fScs resemble .
r
in the record time of two hours tees this coming week. He has nation and it also was okeyed Stalin, Censor. P. S.—Is your tice in jockey satin and play ac rookies play like they have hand,
tour.
cuffs
on?
A
number
of
thorjes
tual
games
in
the
most
expensive
Dean
of
Men,
James
Corson,
still
48 and 3-10 seconds.
also said that if the board fails by the Western Directors. It
have been advanced, but none « current campaii
to sanction the school's financing includes games with several pow throwing the ? (censored) dis of Japanese silks.
COUNTENANCE GRIMACES
WHY NOT SUBSIDATION?
is unique amoni
seem
to fit the situation.
of
the
move,
(which,
by
the
way,
erful mid-western independents cus.'
ELECTRIC EYE
Jack Toomay insisted on swim-,
I
Clearly there is a villain in the elections ® t
The trouble may lay in the system of making foot ming in shark-infested waters. He has been practiced for several and the other nine members of SLACKERS STAY
In the game room there will
st each other two u>
village
here
that
has
been
operatyears
by
virtually
every
college
the
Conference
—
Minnesota,
ball and basketball support all other forms of athletic swam under water most of his
;5M
.liriatCS '
Coach "Stony" Jackson, the be wall panels numbered and ing 0overtime, and, without do ending
canam<«
on the Coast), that he and Mr.
Purdue, Northwestern,
labeled, from which by merely
endeavor in an institution. But it doesn't. WIN- distance. He confidentially ex O. H. "Charity" Ritter would Michigan,
Ogre
of
the
Oval,
made
the
state
Ohio State, Wisconsin, Illinois,
pressing a button one may ob manding a cut of the gravy. One 5;dency of the s u.
plained that he made faces at the
X IXC TEAMS WILL SUPPORT THEMSELVES. sharks
Iowa, and Indiana—giving the ment that in all fairness to the tain any one of over a hundred look at the long pans of the ten. the first time wltl
and other fishes to serve themselves finance it.
Bengals a suicide schedule of 13 President and the paying group, different varieties of games. No nis team assured me that theory of the oldest
Mr. Breeden broke the
Perhaps some system of subsidation is necessary. them away. Nobody believed
he could not take the whole poker is allowed. In the center were at a loss. They appeared s,1the PSA president in
news to members of the team
games.
Certainly no school can remain simon-pure and ex what he said about making fac^s,
both so ad<
with a Thespian "Good it is
It was suggested by President team. According to Coach Jack of the game rooms there will be weak and wan and if anyone had
but
the
rest
was
accepted.
pect to make a profit from its grid team.
U
for
the
job that 1
sneezed
they
would
all
have
been
that
I
have
seen
the
light
in
Noles
at
the
time
of
the
accept
son,
slackers
like
Dan
Looney,
a machine designed to give free
Original plans were to go
What about the sports which charge no admis through
blown down. I really felt sorry ttically nothing to elv
ance that he hoped the Tigers "Swifty-Pants" Ritchie, George cokes.
time."
the Suez Canal, but
would be more fortunate than Tomasini, "Laigs" DuPraw,
for them, but I'm a dodger for them.
sion? Why are tennis teams of both insitutions los authorities would not permit
The actual basketball floor
scope.
Chicago. (The latter school had "Slicer" Ford, and "Snapper"
this broadside so I have to print n,e two most logical
will be layed in the most ex
ing all matches to their opponents, not considered so this on the ground that the DOUBLE DUTY
been consistently ending up in Bonnifield, will definitely not
the true facts.
is that could be selec
waves
made
by
the
swimmer
pensive
hardwood
with
all
vastly superior when the matches were scheduled?
Sharing the task of swimming the league cellar; in fact, the
FLOOD OF THOUGHT
Hick and Norman Lan
would wash away the banks.
boundary
lines,
etc.,
inlaid
in
make
the
trip.
The
coach,
as
does
the Atlantic fell upon the shoul renowned university had diffi
The student body of the school wants these ques
black mahogany. The place
everyone else, feels that the 80It came to my knowledge, eously demonstrate
EBONY ELEPHANTS
ders
of
Jack
Toomay,
Bob
Owens,
tions answered. The only satisfactory reply is a Long John swam the 9,000 and Ralph Wright. Together culty supporting its sports pro mile-an-hour head-wind played a will seat three thousand peo
quite accidentally, the reason y are both natural
with menial income de
ple on four sides of the court.
satisfactory season with some games won. Support miles to Cape of Good Hope in they made the distance in 18 gram
for
the untoward fate of the Ihhighly efficient in e:
minor
part
in
"Laigs"
DuPraw's
rived from the gridiron.)
The backboards will be of
netmen. I was sitting up in given task, both p"'
poor
showing
of
349'7"
in
the
the comparatively slow time of hours.
and profit will follow.
STAGG BOILS
glass, and the rims will be
my roost looking out of the pnderful gift—Biddich
fifteen hours. Near Cape Town,
At Cuba, something unusual
Noles intimated that should javelin.
equipped with an electric eye
window congratulating my- 5 Lamb, music.
Jack Devoe and Warren Mills, was discovered. Vic Simpson had the Tigers encounter trouble in
It was even rumored that
so that every time a ball goes
self on the fact that, if the «ing personalities, \vT
the two boys who rowed the' been sleeping in one end of the winning Conference games, the
DuPraw had been up until
through the change in score
river ever broke through the is are as altruistic
Queen Anne, were discovered boat for the entire trip. Coach remaining members of the Big
8:45 the night before the U.
will be marked on the tenlevee, I wouldn't get my feet Kted of any college
planning a mutiny. In order to Kjeldsen rested easier when the Ten would impose an intellectual
S. C. meet and had even
foot score board.
wet. Like a flash I hod the
keep them apart one had to swim boat was level upon the water, boycott, refusing to speak to Paindeed, it's a pleas
missed his customary after
reason. That old villain J. it confronts the merr
KJELDSEN ABSCONDS
while the other remained in the so he immediately took Simpson's cificites on any occasion.
noon
nap.
"Swifty-Pants"
"Queen Anne."
place in the hold. Simpson had
The two swimming pools will Pluvius, notorious throughout PSA next Thursday.
Coach Stagg, upon hearing this,
Ritchie uses the old standby
the state as one of the most Which man they cho>
Jack made the trip to Spain, the strenuous job of getting replied, "We will whip Notre
be hewn from immense blocks
"too early in the season," for
desperate characters not in
but occasionally stopped off in through the locks at Panama. Al Dame to open our season; after
of marble and lined with neon
There is absolutel;
captivity was the reason for n for not voting in nex
his disgraceful mark of .8:2
Africa to play hide-and-seek with though he was caught in locks that we should be unbeatable."
lights. There will be under
the sad state of our team, Won.
the natives on the shore. (Woo, at both ends of the canal and de The Grand Old Man then suggest
in the century and 18.7 in the
water windows where curious ob
They couldn't get their sun
Woo.) Jack caught up with the layed the other boats for six ed that he had concocted numer
220. "It's the same old malservers can watch swimming
from the standpoint
and were withering away.
boat as it was nearing Portugal. hours, he made up for it by swim ous different, tricky plays during
from underneath. Sun tan oil has
arkey," says Jackson, "I hear
:ties, the race for pn
Here the English Fleet was play ming to San Francisco in 3 hours his winter hibernation and would
been arranged for, and will be
It year after year."
fid-off.
The election
ing games with the German and 21 seconds. All in all, the be ready to revolutionize football
free to habitual swimmers. Swim
time, was tired of his home- f'y decided on persi
SIGHT
SEEING
TOUR
U-Boats. The one accident of the trip was a great success, the as he did half a century ago.
suits will be satin.
cooking, and decided to grab also
on the baisls ol
As the Games are held in the
trip happened when Warren Mills greatest achievement being the
This correspondent has just
the dough and skip across the
The Notre Dame encounter,
offered
to curr
first
part
of
May
the
boys
will
hurt his toe as he swam over a setting of a new record for Pa which has been scheduled for sev
received news that Chris
border. For this reason the
body problems in
submarine, breaking off the peri- cific.
leave
the
latter
part
of
this
Kjeldsen has grabbed the $10
construction of our much
eral years, will replace the weak
given by the Cub team and
needed new gymnasium has cshay, by the candid
California Bears as the Tigers' month. On their way back to
New
York
they
will
see
the
is
probably
down
in
Mexico
been called off and the re
opening game. The Bears are
at this moment. It Is said
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